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Abstract 
The minimum independent generalized t-degree of a graph G = (V,E) is ut = min{ IN(H H 
is an independent set of t vertices of G}, with N(H) = UxtH N(x). In a KI,~+I -free graph, we 
give an upper bound on u! in terms of r and the independence number CI of G. This generalizes 
already known results on u2 in KI,,+I-free graphs and on U, in KI,x-free graphs. 
1. Introduction 
Let G = ( V,E) be a simple graph of order / VI = n. A set S of vertices is independent 
if no edge exists between two vertices of S. The maximum cardinality of an independent 
set of G is denoted by cc(G), or CI if there is no ambiguity. The graph G is K~.~+l-free 
if it contains no star KI,~+~ of order r + 2 as an induced subgraph. Clearly, every 
K l,r+t-free graph is Kl,r+2-free, and every graph G is K,,,(o)+,-free. Therefore, for 
any graph G, there exist nonnegative integers Y <cc such that G is K,,,+t-free. The 
neighborhood of a vertex x of V is N(x) = {,v E V; xy E E} and its degree is 
d(x) = IN(x Th e minimum degree 6(G) = min{d(x); x E X} of G is often simply 
denoted by 6, and the maximum degree by A. Many authors have considered a set 
A of t vertices instead of just one vertex x, and generalized the notion of degree 
of a vertex or of minimum degree of the graph in different ways. The more usual 
generalizations involve the degree sum and the neighborhood union of the vertices 
of an independent set, but the neighborhood union and neighborhood intersection of 
the vertices of a set not necessarily independent have also been considered (see e.g. 
[ 10,9,1]). In particular, the following definitions for the minimum t-degree of G have 
been given: rrl =min CxES d(x) and U, =min 1 UxES N(x)l, where the minimum is taken 
over all the independent sets S of t vertices of G. For an independent set S, we denote 
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UxEs N(x) by N(S), and IN(S)] by d(S). So uy =min{d(S); S is an independent set 
of t vertices}. Note that crt and ut are defined for 1 <t <LX, and that cri =ui =6. 
The different generalized degrees have been studied in general graphs or in K,,,+,- 
free graphs, in relation to other parameters such as the independence number, or very 
often, to hamiltonian properties. The reader can see for instance [2-8,11,12,16-201 
(this list is far from being exhaustive). 
In relation to the independence number CI, it is shown in [5] that in a Ki,,+i-free 
graph of order 12, crf <(n - cr)rt/a (and in particular, for t = 1, 6 d(n - a)r/a). For the 
minimum independent generalized t-degree uy, on which we focus in this paper, only 
partial similar results exist: for any t but r =2 [ 141, and for any r but t =2 [.5]. 
Theorem 1.1 (Li and Virlouvet [14]). In a K,,j-free graph, u,d(n - cr)t(2a - t - l)/ 
(a(a - 1)). 
Theorem 1.2 (Faudree et al. [5]). Let G be a K I,?+,-free graph with r < CC Zf u2 3c, 
then CI < ~(0 where CIO is the larger solution to ca(a - 1) = (n - a)r(2a - r - 1). 
In view of the behavior of (n - a)r(2a - r - l)/(or(a - l)), considered as a function 
of cx (see Theorem 2.6), Theorem 1.2 can be stated in the following form: 
Theorem 1.3 (Faudree et al. [5]). In a K I,r+l-free graph, u2<(n - a)r(2a - r - l)/ 
(z(a - 1)). 
In Section 2 of this paper, we give a general upper bound on ut in Ki,,+i-free graphs 
of order n in terms of its independence number CI, which generalizes Theorems 1.1 and 
1.3. In Section 3, we give some examples of applications of this formula. 
2. Upper hound on uy in Kl,,+l-free graphs 
We begin with three combinatorial lemmas which will be used in the proof of 
Theorem 2.4. We adopt the frequent convention that for a E N and b E Z, the binomial 
coefficient (i) is equal to 1 when b=O and to 0 when b < 0 or b > a. 
Lemma 2.1. The integers CC, t j being given such that t 3 0 and 0 d j d cx, the function 
f(a,t,j) = k(-l)q j q=. (J (:I:) is equal to (“Jj) 
Proof. With the above recalled convention, 
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Let us consider, for c1 and j fixed, the generating function 
F,.j(X)=~f(n,i,i)x'=~ ( $CylJq(i) (zIi)x’) 
=g (-l)‘(;)xq (g (;rpq) 
=p(:)r”(l +xy-q 
=(l +x,$-l)q(/4) (&J 
q=o 
=(I+x)~(l-&L(l+x)o-j 
=g (” ;‘),. 
t=o 
Therefore, J‘(cr, t,j) = (“T’) as required. I7 
Let X be a maximum independent set of the graph G. The set V\X is the disjoint 
union Ul~~~l Si, where Si = {V E V\X; d,y(~) = i}, and thus, n - CI = Cy=, si with 
s, = ISi\. For 1 <q <a, we denote by Fq(X) the set of all subsets of X of cardinality q. 
Lemma 2.2. 
Proof. In the sum of the first member, each vertex of S, is counted once since it 
belongs to exactly one intersection of q neighborhoods of vertices of X. More generally, 
for q <j < c(, each vertex of S’j belongs to exactly (-$ m ersections t of q neighborhoods 
of vertices of X and is counted (@ times. For 1 <j < q, the vertices of Sj are not 
counted in the first member. Therefore, 
C IN(Xi,)n...nN(Xi,)( =Sq+ (“f, ‘)Sq+l ...+ (:)sz. 0 
{x4, >...,. r,,,]EFq(H) 
Lemma 2.3. For 1 dtd~, 
c d(H) = 
H E ,%(r(x) 
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Proof. Let H = {xl,. . . ,x,} be a subset of t vertices of X, that is, an element of 4(X). 
By the inclusion-exclusion formula, 
+(-l)‘+’ C IN(xi,)nN(xi,)n...nN(xi,)I+... 
(4, ,...J,,}E~#U 
+(-l)t+lIN(~l)n...nN(~,)I. (1) 
Let us sum ( 1) on all the (T) 1 e ements H of 5&Y). For 1 <q < t, each family 
{Xi! 9.. .T xi,} of Yq(X) is included in (:I,“) elements H of R(X) since, to construct 
H from {xi,, . . . , xlq}, we have to choose t - q different vertices among the tl - q 
m&es of x\{xi,, . . . A, ). So in the term CHE&(X) &~,,...,X~P~E6~H~ IPQ, ) n . . . n 
N(Xiq )l, each family {xi,, . ,xi,} of Fq(X) is counted exactly (:I:) times. This term 
is thus 
E-q ( > t-4 C IWi, ) n . . . n 7v(xi4 )I t.G, ,...,x,,}E~q(X) 
and is equal by Lemma 2.2 to 
Hence, 
a f 
= CCC Sj. j=l q=l (-l)‘+l :I,” ‘4 ( JO) 
By Lemma 2.1, 
$(-l)q+l(;:;)C)=(;) -f(cGt,A= (;) - (“;$ 
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and thus, 
c d(H)= (;)(n-x,--i: (“,j),. 0 
HER,(X) i=l 
Theorem 2.4. In a graph of order n and stability number x, let r be the minimum 
nonnegutive integer such that G is Kl,,,,-free. Then for every tda, 
ic,G(n-r)(l- ‘I’)/(y)). 
Proof. By a previous remark, r <cc. Let X be a 
and H E P&Y) with the notation of the previous 
maximum independent set of G 
lemmas. The set 4(X) contains 
(y) elements H and by the definition of Q, CHE,6CXI d(H)> (:)w Therefore, by 
Lemma 2.3, 
utd(n-m)- (l/(y)) g (";j)sj, 
Now if G is Kl,,+l-free, Sj=O for j > r and 
The coefficient (“T’) of Sj is a decreasing function of j and thus 
Let us denote 
When t > cz - r, B,,,l(a)=n - CI, which is an obvious bound on uI for any t. Hence, 
the interest of Theorem 2.4 is limited to the values of t between 1 and x - r. 
For r=2, 
1 _ (“r’>/(y) = 1 _ (a+&t,- 1) = ““;;rf,” 
and we get Theorem 1.1. 
For t=2, 
1 _ (Z;r)/(;) = 1 _ ‘*-;$+1;- 1) = r(:J+)l) 
and we get Theorem 1.3. 
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The bound Bn,r,t(~) is an increasing function of r for r <cc. So Theorem 2.4 re- 
mains true for any value of r such that r f c( and G is Ki,,+i -free. In particular, the 
following corollary is an obvious consequence of the fact that every graph is Ki,~+i- 
free. 
Corollary 2.5. In any graph G of order n, independence number a and maximum 
degree A da, 
s4(.-a)(l- (“r”>/(y)) 
for every t between 1 and tx 
We now study the behavior of B,,,,(a) considered as a function of a. 
Theorem 2.6. For max{r, t} d a <n, the bound 
B,,4a)=(n-a)(l- “;‘)/@)) 
on ut is a strictly decreasing function of a. 
Proof. The function n - a is positive and strictly decreasing. The function (“T’)/(y) 
is equal to 0 for a < r + t. For r + t < a dn, it is increasing since then 
and bounded by 1. Therefore, the product 
@-a)(1 - (“J’>/(y)) 
is nonnegative and strictly decreasing. 0 
Theorem 2.6 allows us to give to Theorem 2.4, a formulation similar to that of 
Theorem 1.2. 
Corollary 2.7. Let G be a K,,,+,-jree graph f o or d er n, independence number a, and 
minimum independent generalized t-degree ut for some t < CC If r < a, in particular, 
tf r is as small as possible such that G is K1,,+1-free, and tf uI >c where c is 
a constant, with 0 < c <min{n - r, n - t}, then a <a0 where a0 is the unique 
solution to 
c=(n-a)(l- (“r’)/(D) 
between max{r, t} and n. 
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3. Application 
The property that Bn,r,t(a) is strictly decreasing also allows the following application: 
Theorem 3.1. Let 9 be a graph property and 3, an integer such that the condition 
z d 3. implies G satisfies 9’. If the graph G is Kl,,+l-free for some r 6 i_ and !f for 
some t<A - r, ut > B,,,,(i, + l), then G satisfies 9. 
Proof. The independence number CI is always at least t. If CI dr, then CI d i by 
the hypothesis. If c( ar then, since B,,,, (A + 1) < ~~bB~,~,~(cr) by Theorem 2.4, 
z < 3, + 1 by Theorem 2.6, and thus, x <J. because 3, and c( are integers. In both cases, 
G satisfies 9. 0 
A natural application of Theorem 3.1 is to express E. as a function of the connectivity 
IC and to use Chvhtal-ErdGs conditions to obtain some hamiltonian properties P of G. 
For instance, if r d K (resp. rc+ 1, IC - q where q is an integer between 0 and K - 1 and 
ti 22, q” where q is a positive integer, as. o), then G is hamiltonian (resp. traceable, 
q-hamiltonian [3], vertex covered by at most q cycles [ 131, a.s. 0.). We state an example 
with 1. = JC: 
Theorem 3.2. Let G be a k-connected, K l,r+l-free graph of order n with r < k. Ij 
there exists a positive integer t d k - r such that 
then G is hamiltonian. 
Actually, this theorem is not very strong and its main feature is that it exist for any 
value of t and r. Many stronger results are known for small values of t, in particular 
for t =2, even without any K,,,+l-free condition (see e.g. [12,2]). Moreover, Fraisse 
[l l] proved that any k-connected graph satisfying uI > (t/(t $ 1 ))(n - 1) for some 
value of t d k is hamiltonian. Thus, Theorem 3.2 is interesting only if 
that is when 
(k+: -r)(t+l)>(k:l). 
Note that the positive integers r and t being given, 
(k+; -r)(t+l)s(t:l) 
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for k sufficiently large since 
This remark gives us the following existential result. 
Theorem 3.3. For any integer r 2 1, any number p in IO, 1[ and any integer t greater 
than p/(1 - ,LL) (hence p < t/(t + I)), there exists a constant k,,,, such that 
every KI,,+I-free, k,,,,- connected graph of order n satisfying ut > ,u(n - k + 1) is 
hamiltonian. 
Analogous theorems can be stated with other ChvAtal-ErdGs type conditions. In 
particular, we can also use a recent result by X. Lu [ 151: if cc < [e(G)nj then the 
graph G is hamiltonian, where 
- 
8(G) = min v; O#AcV 
(note that in every G, KG&Z). 
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